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Cell lines like HeLa are the bread and butter of biomedical research, especially human research, yet
this could be one of the safest wagers.
Laypersons are largely unaware that for decades misidentified and cross‐contaminated cell lines (1)
were the vast, seedy underbelly of human biomedical research, a problem well‐known in the scientific
community with no one, not the scientists, not the funding agencies, not the professional societies nor
the scientific journals taking the necessary, largely simple steps to ensure clean up. Though the
problem maybe slightly better acknowledged today, it persists and will continue to do so unless and
until the key stakeholders with power, namely, funding agencies and scientific journals enforce
mandatory policies, rather than continue their head‐in‐the‐sand policy stemming from the
wrongheaded notion that science is apparently self‐correcting, i.e. that ‘blatantly poor science’ will
correct itself.

Scientific editorials casually opine that up to a third of all human cell lines in existence may be
misidentified. No way to know for sure. Cell lines circulate freely between colleagues and
collaborators. For long, the attitude was casual, along the lines of ‘who has the time or money to get
authenticated cell lines from a cell bank?‘. After all, the key stakeholders with the power to eﬀect change,
namely, the funding agencies and scientific journals, didn’t mandate such eﬀort. We can surmise that
the problem reached epidemic proportion if a mainstream non‐science news source such as the Wall
Street Journal published a detailed 2012 article on the topic. Titled ‘Lab Mistakes Hobble Cancer
Studies But Scientists Slow to Take Remedies’ (2), the article identifies the key sources of the problem:
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Inexperienced or distracted technicians use the same tool when working with diﬀerent samples
A pipette or other tool isn’t sterilized
Cultures are stored closely together
Containers are mislabeled or labels are missed
Cell samples from colleagues and other labs aren’t thoroughly tested
The story of cell lines in general and of HeLa in particular is thus operatic for its scale of shoddiness,
both unwitting and knowing, and the steadfast courage and integrity of a handful who chose to
highlight the increasingly vexing problem of cell line cross‐contamination and misidentification,
including some like Walter Nelson‐Rees, who doggedly pursued a clean up, even in the face of
vilification of their scientific reputation, with finally, vindication, though only in posterity (4).

My brief, largely graphic, history starts with this 2002 list (1) by John R. Masters, one of the heroes in
this story, that says
There was never a common stock of HeLa.
Many diﬀerent HeLa sublines exist.
HeLa sublines are quite diﬀerent from each other.

HeLa cell line heterogeneity has been observed for decades. For example, diﬀerent alkaline
phosphatase expression between HeLa sublines (4).

Another example, diﬀerences in expression of bone morphogenic proteins (BMPs) (5).

A recent comparison (6; the only non‐peer‐reviewed study I refer to in this answer) shows that
dramatic karyotype diﬀerences have existed between HeLa sublines for decades.

Recently the HeLa genome was sequenced, creating more headaches (7, 8, 9) because the authors
publicly posted the genome without first seeking the approval of the Lacks family. Discussions
between the family and the US NIH resulted in the condition that US federal grant recipients who use
and publish on HeLa need to acknowledge Henrietta Lacks and her family (10).
The HeLa story doesn’t end with the multiple sublines and their many documented and as yet
undiscovered diﬀerences. HeLa is probably one of the most robust cell lines in existence. Over the
decades, this characteristic feature of Hela combined with shoddy cell culture techniques and lax
oversight ensured that many cell lines commonly used in human biomedical research became
contaminated with HeLa (11, 12, 13).

Yet scientists continue using these contaminated cell lines with an unknown number of peer‐reviewed
scientific papers containing utterly erroneous and even useless data. In fact, such data is not just
useless but costly because it results in wrong research avenues being pursued, sometimes for years, at
tremendous cost to taxpayers (13, 14).

Finally, a consensus of sorts on cell line authentication led to the ATCC (American Tissue Culture
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Collection) paper Standard ‘ASN‐0002 – Authentication of Human Cell Lines: Standardization of STR
Profiling’ (15). A brief history and overview of current cell line authentication.

What method does ASN‐002 advocate for cell line authentication? That everyone using cell lines
‘should use STR (Short Tandem Repeat) profiling for every cell line they use for every publication and
for every grant’ (16, 17).

Advantages of STR.
Accessible
Easy to perform
Inexpensive
Robust
STR is the same PCR (Polymerase Chain Reaction)‐based method the FBI uses on its forensic DNA
samples (16).
In STR, the PCR amplifies across tetra‐ or pentanucleotide repeats
Varying numbers of repeats produce diﬀerent sized DNA fragments
Fragments generated by each cell line are unique, and identified and assigned a numerical value
by comparing to size standards.
Result? A database of STR for cell lines that can be compared between labs, using appropriate
controls and protocols.
Drawbacks of STR
Cannot account for genetic drift, which is a common issue in cancer cells.
Not useful for discriminating human cell lines derived from diﬀerent tissues of the same person.
So not useful for comparing HeLa sublines.
Need guidelines on minimum number of STR loci needing to be tested for each cell line being
authenticated.
Human‐specific, not much useful for other species.
Complicated data interpretation stemming from two sources. One, human cell lines have
numerous genomic changes such as chromosome duplications, mutations and rearrangements.
Such chromosomal abnormalities yield complex STR profiles that are diﬃcult to interpret. Two,
PCR can create artifacts, requiring experience to diagnose correctly.
Finally a list of online resources for list of Misidentified cell lines, and databases of cross‐
contaminated or misidentified cell lines:
misidentified cell line[Filter – BioSample – NCBI]
Database of Cross‐contaminated or Misidentified Cell Lines – ICLAC
Page on atcc.org
Page on atcc.org
Page on atcc.org
Home – BioSample – NCBI
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